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**Announcements**

**Coming Soon!**

The new fall 4-H reference guide will be available as a link on the Extension Database (ED) for use by county offices. This reference guide will help educators and staff order their fall 4-H materials through ED this year!

Once the link is available we will notify the counties and any ordering assistance they need will be available by contacting The Education Store or Richard Fox.

**Materials Included in the Packet**

**Agronomy**
*Forage Field Guide, second edition*
ID-317 - $7.00 – New – 7/2010

**Announcement Only – Not Included in the Packet**

**Animal Sciences**
*Pork Industry Handbook DVD*
DVD-PIH-8 - $60.00 – New – 8/2010

*Pork Industry Handbook*
PIH-153 - $125.00 – New – 9/2010

PIH-153-A - $175.00 – New – 9/2010

*Pork Industry Handbook Package with Software (2-book set, DVD and software CD)*
PIH-153-B - $250.00 – New – 9/2010

**Educational Materials Deleted as of August 2010**

**Animal Sciences**
DVD-PIH-6 2008 *Pork Industry Handbook DVD*
DVD-PIH-7 *Pork Industry Handbook DVD 2009*
PIH-151 *Pork Industry Handbook 2008*

**Youth Development and Ag Education**

4-H-730 *Consumer Clothing: Beginner*
4-H-731 *Consumer Clothing: Intermediate*
4-H-732 *Consumer Clothing: Advanced*

**Education Materials Updated on the Web – September 2010**

**Agricultural Economics**
ID-418-W *Managing Moldy Grain*
[https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=ID-418-W](https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=ID-418-W)
Now available for ordering! The new Purdue Extension ID-317, Forage Field Guide, second edition is $7.00 per copy. Order your copy through ED today.

**Botany and Plant Pathology**
BP-65-W Vegetable Diseases: Mature Watermelon Vine Decline and Similar Vine Decline Disease of Cucurbits

**Horticulture and Landscape Architecture**
HO-247-W Commercial Greenhouse and Nursery Production: Controlling Algae in Irrigation Ponds

**Youth Development and Ag Education**
4-H-730-W Consumer Clothing: Beginner
[https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=4-H-730-W](https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=4-H-730-W)
4-H-731-W Consumer Clothing: Intermediate
[https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=4-H-731-W](https://mdc.itap.purdue.edu/item.asp?item_number=4-H-731-W)
4-H-732-W Consumer Clothing: Advanced